
CX8 Elliptical Cross Trainer
Sales Guide

Crossing Training at New Levels
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Engineered, Assembled and Tested 
in Randolph, New Jersey USA



LANDICE -  PRODUCTS YOU CAN TRUST

Landice has been selling products to the specialty fitness industry since 1967.

All products are engineered, assembled and tested in the USA. 

Every Landice product is manually built to order. 

Landice means quality and stands behind its craftsmanship with a residential “bumper-to-bumper” 5 year parts 
and 1 year labor warranty – the only manufacturer to offer this type of assurance in the industry.  

Landice products have been top-rated by the leading industry publications and consumer polls for the  
past 10 years consecutively.  

Landice residential products are built to full institutional standards and are structurally identical to our  
commercial products.   

Our products are built to meet the needs of home use as well as the demanding requirements of light  
commercial applications. Some examples of these applications are multi-housing units, hospitals,  
physical therapy / rehabilitation centers, police and fire departments.



The Landice CX8 represents the most innovative, technologically advanced  
elliptical trainer in the marketplace today in part to its Variable Motion  
Technology. The primary reason customers choose one elliptical over another is  
the feel of the motion. The Landice CX8 incorporates all potential motions with 
its 12 different incline settings that effectively work different muscle groups.

The CX8 is four machines in one:
n�Conventional Elliptical – similar to machines offering stride adjustment  

to the ellipse pattern

n�Incline Trainer – similar to machines that can tilt their ellipse

n�Extreme Hiker – similar to steppers and arc motion trainers

n�Core Trainer – similar to machines that offer converging arm motions but has 
the additional benefit of targeting abdominal muscles

THE CX8: OVERVIEW

4 Machines in 1

Core Trainer



VARIABLE MOTION TECHNOLOGY (COVERING ALL POTENTIAL MOTIONS)

WHAT IS IT? 
Enables the user to change the incline and stride path simultaneously through  
12 different motion settings.

HOW DOES THIS WORK? 
The CX8 can change the incline and ellipse by stretching it from 18” to 32”.  
This motion engages more muscle groups, giving the user a more robust  
workout with the feel of many different ellipticals, on the market  
today, all in one machine.

WHAT IS THE MESSAGE? 
Landice offers an electric ramp-less incline that is ultra smooth and quiet. Landice  
can offer this variable motion through their patented 4-bar linkage system  
(see diagram 1 on next page). The CX8 does not have rails or rollers. Therefore  
the typical grinding feel as you move back and forth is eliminated along with  
dust and dirt buildup. This reduces noise, provides longevity and allows Landice  
to offer a maintenance free product. With a push-of-a-button any user can find  
multiple motions that are comfortable. In addition to the motion levels, the  
CX8 offers 16 resistance settings that vary from easy to heart-pounding.

18” Stride Path

23” Stride Path

32” Stride Path



18” Stride Path

23” Stride Path

32” Stride Path

Motion Level 1 - Conventional Elliptical Trainer

18” Stride Path

23” Stride Path

32” Stride Path

Motion Level 12 - Extreme Hiker

18” Stride Path

23” Stride Path

32” Stride Path

Motion Level 6 - Incline Trainer

Muscle Intensity Level:        Low         High

(Diagram 1)

VARIABLE MOTION TECHNOLOGY (COVERING ALL POTENTIAL MOTIONS)

PATENTED 4-BAR LINKAGE

12 MOTION SETTINGS



VARIABLE MOTION TECHNOLOGY (IT’S ALL IN THE DRIVE)

WHAT IS IT? 
Front drive ellipticals are designed in a way that users need to exert  
force downward to activate the flywheel. Rear drive puts the force of  
the flywheel behind your legs which does not require the same  
strenuous output.

HOW DOES THIS WORK? 
Front drive systems require greater knee thrust to activate the pedal  
motion. In the rear drive system, the energy is charged in the  
flywheel, therefore pushing your leg along, reducing the amount  
of force.

WHAT IS THE MESSAGE? 
Landice has a unique, patented 4-bar linkage that charges your legs from behind, pushing them forward 
and reducing knee stress. At the same time, through the variable motion technology, you can change the 
incline of the ellipse as well as the shape. These variable motions enable you to engage different muscle 
groups for a more complete workout.



THE CX 8 CARDIOCORE™

WHAT IS IT? 
A unique feature that adds additional workout benefits to your  
abdominal muscles.

HOW DOES THIS WORK? 
The CX8’s counter-rotational arm motion engages core muscle groups.  
By using various hand-grip positions, users can work specific muscle areas  
while enjoying their variable motion positions.

WHAT IS THE MESSAGE? 
Typically when you walk or run, your arms swing across your body. Traditional  
ellipticals have a back-and-forth arm motion which does not follow a  
natural movement. The CX8 moves you with a converging arm motion. This  
motion can better engage your core by focusing on the moving hand rails. There  
are specific hand grip positions you can use to engage specific muscle groups. 
You can push up with your hands, apply pressure and push down or perform  
a crossover technique with your arms. The CardioCore program will tell you 
which grips to use during your workout to strengthen your abdominal muscles. 
The CX8 not only offers variable elliptical motions but a core strengthening  
benefit to give you a well balanced workout.



CX 8 CARDIOCORE™ GRIP POSITIONS/MUSCLES USED

Upper GripRight Cross Double CrossLower Grip

Push DownLeft CrossPush Up Fixed Grip

Upper Oblique WorkoutLower Oblique Workout Abdominal WorkoutAbdominal Workout



CONSOLE

3 Speed Adjustable Cooling Fan

Effort Level controls
CardioCore™ moving  
handrail system

Electric Incline/Variable  
Motion controls

30 pin iPhone and iPod charging dock with 
MP3 connectivity1

1) iPhone, iPod, MP3 not included

Heart-rate monitor with  
wireless-chest-strap and  
contact gripsHigh-powered stereo speakers

Watts, Calories, RPM, Time and
Metabolic Equivalent Speed

	 •	Time,	distance,	and	calorie	goal	programs
		 •	4	built-in	programs
	 •	5	user-defined	programs	

		 •	CardioCore™	abdominal	muscle	strengthening	program
		 •		Heart-rate	control	program
		 •	Watts	control	program



HOW SHOULD I EXPERIENCE THE CX8?

1.  Step on to the CX8’s pedals. Note the orthopedic gel footpads. 

2.  On the console press the program button. The first program is a “Demo” program which demonstrates the 
three extreme motions, different effort levels and several CardioCore hand grip positions. This allows the  
you to experience the highlights of the CX8 with a push of a button.

3.  Once you start moving, you will feel your knees lift up and your legs move outward – a safe and  
comfortable motion. Your back should be straight, naturally. No need to force down on the knees.  
This type of motion risks “knee stress” and joint discomfort – typical on other elliptical designs.

THE CX8 DEMO 



n��The Landice CX8 offers a unique cross training experience.

n��The CX8’s electronic variable motion simulates the feel of the leading elliptical trainers 
on the market today – all-in-one machine…conventional ellipticals, incline trainers, and 
extreme hikers.

n��The CX8’s patented 4-bar linkage system enables an ultra smooth and quiet ride since 
there aren’t any ramps or rails to grind and create noise.

n��The CX8’s variable motion technology allows for both incline and ellipse pattern changes 
giving the user a complete muscle group workout.

n��The CX8’s counter-rotational arms provide the added benefit of a core strengthening 
workout which works various abdominal muscle groups.

n��The CX8 is backed by Landice’s 5 year parts/1 year labor warranty for residential use and 5 
year parts/1 year labor warranty for light commercial. Landice is the only company in the 
industry to offer this warranty.

CX8 SUMMARY 



*Comparably priced competitor product

REAR DRIVE
Delivers energy from behind the body  
reducing strain on knees.

ELECTRONIC ADJUSTABLE STRIDE
Allows user to find the most efficient,  
comfortable feel.

ELECTRONIC ADJUSTABLE INCLINE
Engages different leg muscles for a more  
complete workout.

HIKING MOTION
Inclines up to 60% grade to tone and  
firm the buttocks.

NO RAMPS OR ROLLER WHEELS
Ultra smooth maintenance free design.  
No rollers to collect dust and dirt.

CONVERGING ARM MOTION
Natural biomechanical correct arm  
swing used when walking or running.

CORE STRENGTHENING
Tone and strengthen abdominal and  
lateral muscles around the stomach.

CYBEX*OCTANE*LIFE FITNESS*PRECOR*LANDICE CX8FEATURES

FEATURES COMPARISON



FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS 

Residential Warranty (Model CX8)
5	year	parts	/	1	year	labor
Model CX8 lifetime warranty valid for residential use only

Limited Commercial Warranty (Model CX8 LTD)
5	years	/	5000	hours	parts	/	1	year	labor
Model CX8 LTD warranty valid for institutional settings where usage is less than  
5	hours	per	day.	Pay-for-membership	facilities	such	as	health	clubs	and	YMCAs	are	not	
eligible	for	this	program.

n�Electronic Variable motion/Patented 4-Bar Linkage
	 •	12 incline levels
	 •	 0% to 60% incline (0 to 31 degrees)
	 •	18” to 32” stride path

n�Patented CardioCore™ Arm Motion

n�Cardio Control Panel
	 •	Time, distance, and calorie goal programs
	 •	4 built-in programs
 •	5 user-defined programs
	 	•		CardioCore™ abdominal muscle  

  strengthening program
	 	•	Heart-rate control program 
	 •	Watts control program

n�750 watt eddy current brake
n�16 effort levels
n��iPhone and iPod charging dock with  

  MP3 connectivity 
n�3 speed adjustable fan
n�100 decibel stereo speakers

n�Footprint: 72” x 36”
n�User Weight Capacity: 400 pounds
n�Power Requirements: 120VAC, 60Hz, 2A

n�Shipping Dimensions: 78” x 37” x 25”
n�Shipping Weight: 335 pounds


